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San Mateo County exemplifies both the promise
and tension in making a Silicon Valley economy work
for all. While the growing tech industry has fostered
a high-paid and well-treated workforce, the low- and
middle-wage workers who support the tech industry—
those who clean homes and offices, prepare food, drive
shuttle buses, construct office buildings and housing,
maintain lawns and gardens, and care for children and
the elderly, among other jobs—have a different story to
tell about the state of the local economy. Currently, 17
percent of jobs in the County pay less than $15,000 per
year, and the situation is likely to get worse, with over
three quarters of the jobs added to the region by 2022
paying less than $50,000. 1
Yet low pay is not the only challenge these lowand middle-wage workers face in San Mateo County.
This report shows that many workers are simply
never paid the wages they are owed. Problems such
as wage theft detract from the overall quality of life
for low-wage workers, as they harm the health and
well-being of the workers themselves, their families,
and entire communities. Enacting strong minimum
and living wage policies, along with establishing robust
enforcement mechanisms, are solid first steps to
mitigating these problems.

The State of Low-Wage Work in
San Mateo County
San Mateo County has experienced a polarization of the
labor market, partially as a result of the growing tech industry.
This “hourglass” economy creates jobs, but they are clustered
either at the top or the bottom of the spectrum. For every new
job in tech, 4.3 additional jobs are created, most of which are
in low-wage service industries that support tech workers.2 In
the wake of the 2008 economic recession, the majority of total
jobs created have been in low-wage
service industries.3
Low-wage workers in San
Mateo County work in a variety of
settings. According to a sample of
clients at Community Legal Services
in East Palo Alto (CLSEPA), top
industries include construction
and maintenance, retail, restaurant
and food service, janitorial, and
domestic work. These findings
reflect national statistics on
low-wage workers (those making
under $15/hour), which show
the lowest-paying sectors to be:
the food service industry (88%
earning under $15/hour), personal
care and service industries (78%),
janitorial and maintenance (75%),
and healthcare support operations
(72%).4 These low-wage industries disproportionately employ
women, people of color, and undocumented immigrants.5
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Stolen Promises:
Wage Theft in San Mateo County
Simply defined, wage theft occurs when workers are not
paid the full wages that they are legally owed for the work
they do.6 It can take many forms, including: the denial of
minimum wage, overtime, meal periods, rest breaks, or sick
leave; late final paychecks; mandatory off-the-clock work;
unpaid reporting time; and unlawful deductions taken from
paychecks. Recent cases from San Mateo County demonstrate
the severity of these issues:
• One restaurant refused to pay its food service workers
overtime despite its employees working fifty-five hours a
week, a practice which had gone unchecked for over ten
years.
• A maintenance company paid its workers by check for four
days of work, and by cash for the other two days, to avoid
the appearance of employees working over forty hours,
which would require paying overtime.
• Domestic work and childcare agreements are often
made informally and for a set rate per week or month,
irrespective of the number of hours worked. These
contracts often equal much less than minimum wage when
divided by the actual time worked.7

“7,202 wage theft cases were filed by San Mateo
County residents from 2005 to 2016, claiming $14.1
million in unpaid wages and associated penalties.”
The scale of these problems in San Mateo County is
immense. Out of all CLSEPA clients with employment issues,
44% had experienced a form of wage theft.8 According to the
California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE)—the
state agency responsible for enforcement—7,202 wage theft
cases were filed by San Mateo County residents from 2005 to
2016, claiming $14.1 million in unpaid wages and associated
penalties.9
		

“Between 10,800 and 23,700 low-wage workers in
San Mateo County have experienced an instance of
wage theft within the past week.”

Since many violations go unreported, this likely captures
only a small fraction of total violations. Based on national
and statewide rates of wage theft, we estimate that between
10,800 and 23,700 low-wage workers in San Mateo County have
experienced an instance of wage theft within the past week.10
A study of wage theft in three major US cities found that
the average low-wage worker loses approximately $2,634 per
year—a full 15% of their income—because of wage theft.11
Additionally, the Department of Labor estimates that minimum

wage violations alone reduce per-family payroll taxes by
$560-650 and income taxes by $300, making it more difficult
to fund public services. These violations also shift costs of
supporting workers from employers to government, resulting
in an additional $15.6 million in student meal benefits and $0.9
million SNAP benefits in California annually.12

Challenges to Enforcement
While there are many tools to fight wage theft, they
all require resources. San Mateo County faces particular
challenges in combating this problem due to a lack of
resources at the state and local levels.
State Agencies Have Taken Admirable Steps to Curb Abuses But
Have Limited Capacities
A worker’s first recourse when experiencing wage theft
is to report it to the California Labor Commissioner (i.e.,
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, or DLSE), which
has offices throughout the state. The process is meant to be
inclusive and worker-friendly: it does not require a lawyer’s
help, there is language assistance available, and substantial
fines are available to punish employers for violations. After
filing the initial paperwork, the agency facilitates a settlement
conference between the employer and employee; if a deal is
not accepted, a formal hearing is set, after which the agency
issues a final judgment.
Yet problems remain. One is timing: it currently takes 6-9
months from the initial filing to a final decision. This can be
impractical for a worker who has not been paid for several
weeks of work and has immediate obligations to pay rent and
other expenses. Even when workers do receive a favorable
judgment from the DLSE, it is often difficult to enforce (i.e., to
actually collect the money that was awarded). Employers have
been known to disappear, file for bankruptcy, and reopen their
business under a different name, all to avoid paying the wages
awarded to the worker. For cases filed at local DLSE offices, less
than half of all wages claimed (48%) were recovered. Many
workers win their cases but see no recovery at all. For cases in
which workers have progressed all the way through a DLSE
hearing and received a favorable decision, workers only
collected 22% of the wages owed.13
Results are similar across the state, with 83% of workers
with favorable DLSE judgments never seeing any payment
at all.14 This is because employers often go to great lengths
to avoid paying judgments, and the state does not have the
resources to pursue them endlessly and force compliance with
its rulings. As shown below, it is often difficult to find attorneys
to pursue these enforcement cases because either the amount
in question is too small to attract a private attorney or workers
cannot find free local legal representation.
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San Mateo County Has Fewer Legal Resources to Combat Wage
Theft Than Nearby Counties
Legal services attorneys play a key role in communities
struggling with wage theft. Attorneys can educate community
members about their rights as employees and “best practices”
to avoid problems before they occur, such as documenting
their hours worked and asking for accurate pay stubs. They
can also educate workers about their options for recovery,
help fill out the required forms, and even represent them
at DLSE hearings. Many workers, especially undocumented
immigrant workers, do not have much interaction with
government agencies, and either do not know about the Labor
Commissioner process or are nervous that their immigration
status precludes them from using it.15 Attorneys can assuage
these fears and help channel victims into the appropriate
channels.16
Unfortunately, San Mateo County is at a disadvantage
in this regard due to the shortage of legal services attorneys
working in this field. Community Legal Services in East Palo
Alto began providing workers’ rights services in 2015 and has
seen clients come from all over the County seeking assistance.
The Stanford Community Law Clinic also takes a limited
number of cases. Both organizations combined have less than
two full-time attorneys assisting workers with wage theft, not
nearly enough for a county with 91,000 low-wage workers.
Aside from these, no other legal providers in the county
provide worker-related services. Finally, while there is a strong
union presence in the County, the vast majority of workers
who experience wage theft are non-unionized. Compared to
neighboring San Francisco, Alameda, and Santa Clara Counties,
where there are multiple organizations and attorneys working
on these issues, San Mateo County has significantly fewer
available resources.
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Health Impacts of Wage Theft in
San Mateo County
Adequate and predictable wages are the centerpiece of
healthy lives, families, and communities. The impacts of wage
theft on health are well-documented and severe.17 Because
wage theft disproportionately affects immigrants and people
of color, who constitute a larger-than-average share of the
workforce in Silicon Valley, it harms those who already suffer
the harshest consequences of income inequality in the Bay
Area.18
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Workers who experience wage theft often experience
health problems. They have to compensate for the wages that
are stolen from them by working longer and harder schedules,
making it more difficult to spend less time with family, attend
medical appointments, cook healthy meals, meet physical
activity guidelines, and participate in their communities.19

Wage theft victims often experience increased stress and
have reduced time for sleep, which can lead to diminished
concentration and a heightened chance of workplace
accidents.20 A loss of income can also result in homelessness,
given the current housing crisis in the county, or else force
an increasing number of family members into one home. A
diminished income, coupled with the cost of living in San
Mateo County, can have devastating effects on a family’s ability
to buy healthy food, take care of their own health, ensure
adequate and safe housing, and provide opportunities for their
children.21
Ultimately, wage theft significantly worsens the already
tenuous economic situation of low-wage workers in San Mateo
County, which produces stark health inequities. For instance,
residents live 19 years longer in high-income Atherton than
in East Palo Alto, where wage theft and economic insecurity
are daily realties for immigrant workers.22 There is only one
affordable housing unit for every four low-wage jobs in San
Mateo County, and 83% of very low-income households pay
more than they can afford on rent.23 Though only several miles
apart, wealthier areas of the County have an average income
that is four times that of less fortunate cities. The ramifications
of this inequality ripple through workers and affect families,
children, school districts, and entire cities.24

Policy Recommendations for
San Mateo County
Policymakers in San Mateo County can take several steps to
confront these serious problems.
1. Pass Strong County Living Wage and City Minimum
Wage Ordinances
San Mateo County jurisdictions should follow the lead
of surrounding cities and counties in the Bay Area that have
passed ordinances to raise the minimum wage within their
borders, or to mandate living wages for contractors. A higher
minimum wage would alleviate many of the health concerns
described above by allowing workers to live with more
economic security.
San Francisco, Berkeley, Oakland, Emeryville, San
Jose, Sunnyvale, and Palo Alto, among others, have already
raised their minimum wage, and Santa Clara County has
recently adopted one of the most comprehensive living wage
ordinances in the country. Though facing similar or worse
challenges related to the housing crisis, wage theft, and the
cost of living, San Mateo County jurisdictions have not yet
4

taken action. They should follow the example of our neighbors
and adopt strong legislation as soon as possible. While the
coming statewide minimum wage increase is laudable, San
Mateo County should follow a quicker timetable, since the
severity of the crises here call for action well before 2022-23.
2. Establish Strong Enforcement Mechanisms to Ensure
the Success of Any New Ordinance

“Wage theft shifts the costs of supporting
workers from employers to government,
resulting in an additional $15.6 million in
student meal benefits and $0.9 million SNAP
benefits paid in California annually.”
Raising a city’s minimum wage is a good first step, but it
is not enough. Strong enforcement mechanisms ensure that
workers can take advantage of the new law’s protections.
These measures can be divided into elements that should be
included in the ordinance itself, and those that require agency
power to carry out.25
First, an adequate minimum wage ordinance will include:
• fines, penalties, and statutory damages, both to deter
potential violators and to punish violations that do occur.
While state law allows for some penalties already, many
local minimum wage laws include an additional flat
penalty per violation per day.
• penalties when an employer retaliates against an
employee for submitting a claim or speaking with
someone about their rights. Fear of retaliation is one of
the top reasons that employees—especially immigrant
workers—do not report violations. Ensuring that
employers face stiff penalties for interfering with employee
rights can help to assuage workers’ fear.
• the power to suspend or revoke the business license of
an employer that is found guilty of retaliation by a court
or the Labor Commissioner. This policy has had a large
deterrent effect in San Francisco.26
• funds dedicated to outreach and education for
both workers and employers. As mentioned above,
San Mateo County already has a shortage of free legal
services attorneys working on these issues. The county
should empower and fund existing community based
organizations with cultural and linguistic ties to different
communities on the Peninsula to educate and inform
workers of their rights.
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• the ability to place a lien, or temporary hold, on the
property of a violating employer until the judgment
against them is paid. Wage liens are one of the most
powerful tools to ensure that workers actually receive
the funds that a judgment has promised them, since they
prevent employers from ignoring judgments and hiding
assets. A state law effective January 1, 2016, gives stage
agencies the power to impose liens for unpaid judgments;
local ordinances would do well to also include this power
for their local agencies.
Second, if resources permit, the county should establish
a local enforcement agency to enforce the new law. As
mentioned above, the state agency is underequipped to secure
fast, effective relief for workers. San Francisco’s Office of Labor
Standards Enforcement has been a tremendous success story
in this regard and has been able to collect wages at a higher
rate than the state agency. Among other functions, that agency
educates employers about the city’s minimum wage law,
investigates and adjudicates complaints for unpaid wages,
issues fines and penalties, contracts with community groups
to conduct local outreach, and publicizes enforcement efforts
to maximize the deterrent effect of enforcement. The agency is
partially funded from the fees and penalties it collects.
An alternative to an independent agency for San
Mateo County would be a partnership with an agency in a
neighboring city. This would permit the sharing of expenses
and still provide the opportunity for locally designed solutions
apart from the DLSE. Another option would be a city-state
partnership that outlines a division of responsibilities between
the statewide DLSE and a smaller local agency. The city could
delegate the most resource intensive tasks (e.g. adjudicating
claims) to the state, while taking on the less intensive tasks
itself. The two agencies could partner to address issues such
as: tracking violators and identifying high-risk industries;
initiating proactive workplace investigations; and establishing
a permanent cross-agency wage theft working group.27 These
multifaceted solutions offer enhanced tools for the fight
against wage theft, and ultimately, a fairer San Mateo County
economy that works for all.
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